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STAFF TRAVEL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

1.0

STATEMENT OF INTENT

1.1

Statement of intent

1.1.1

The current emphasis on Government transport policy is sustainability. It is not anticar; rather it is aimed at promoting the more appropriate use of cars and to
encourage the use of alternative travel modes.

1.1.2

Morrisons Plc (Morrisons) operates in a retail environment where the car will continue
to play a significant role in people’s travel choices.

1.1.3

However, the aim is to be recognised as a retailer and an employer which is mindful
of its duty to the environment and which contributes meaningfully to meeting national
and local traffic reduction, noise and air-quality targets.

1.1.4

As such, Morrisons is encouraging its customers, and more specifically its staff, to
access its stores by more sustainable modes of travel where possible, including
walking, cycling, public transport and car sharing.

1.1.5

Morrisons thus has a company wide Travel Plan which sets out the general approach
to sustainable travel including collection of baseline information, target setting,
measures, marketing, timescales and monitoring.

1.2

Store Travel Plan

1.2.1

This store-specific Travel Plan (the ‘TP’) has been developed to promote sustainable
travel to and from the new Morrisons store situated on Carnsew Road, Hayle (the
‘Store’) which is due to open in 2011. It is based on the company wide Travel Plan,
and has been tailored to take into account the local characteristics of the Store’s
location.

1.2.2

The Store will employ approximately 250 staff, consisting of two thirds being parttime staff, and one third full-time staff. Shift patterns have not yet been confirmed.
Likely opening times for the Store are as follows:
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1.2.3

Monday – Friday

08:00 – 22:00

Saturday

08:00 – 20:00

Sunday

10:00 – 16:00

A key component of the TP will be the appointment of a Travel Plan Coordinator
(TPC). It will be their responsibility to manage and drive the TP forward.

1.2.4

The final TP will be produced in liaison with Cornwall Council (CC) and with
reference to the Department of Transport (DfT) guidelines on Travel Plans. The First
Edition TP which will be in place prior to Store opening, and within the first 12 months
following opening. It sets out Morrisons commitments to the TP process.

1.2.5

Within six months of Store opening, staff travel surveys will be undertaken in order to
understand travel habits. This information will then allow more realistic targets to be
set for a shift towards more sustainable modes of travel, which in turn will allow the
production of the Second Edition TP within 12 months of opening.

1.2.6

The Travel Plan is not a one-off promotion of sustainable travel. The effect of the
Travel Plan will be monitored on an annual basis and an action plan will then be
developed with the aim of achieving continual improvements. As such, the Travel
Plan will evolve over time. Morrisons are committed to further implementation of
appropriate measures upon review of each Travel Plan and as indicated by each
action plan drawn up.

1.2.7

This TP provides information under the following headings:
•

Approach to Green Travel;

•

Store Accessibility;

•

Travel Plan Coordinator;

•

Baseline Surveys;

•

Targets;

•

Proposed Measures;

•

Monitoring and Review;

•

Timescales;

•

Keys to Success.
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2.0

APPROACH TO GREEN TRAVEL

2.1

With more and more government initiatives to reduce the carbon footprint of the
country as a whole, we believe that every little helps and hence have developed this
TP to address the travel needs of staff and customers of the Store.

2.2

The key objectives of this TP are to:
•

Minimise total travel distance of staff through the reduction of journey lengths and
frequency – particularly single occupancy car trips;

•

Reduce the reliance upon the private car and improve awareness and usage of
alternative modes of transport; and,

•

2.3

Promote walking, cycling, public transport and car sharing.

If every individual made one less car journey a week, there would be 10% fewer cars
on the road (www.outdoor-living.org). Here at the Store we aim to encourage such a
reduction. Transport accounts for some 15% of Morrisons carbon footprint, of this
2.5% is staff travel to work and 0.5% is business miles. These are the key focus
areas for the TP.

2.4

All new job vacancies will be advertised locally to try to minimise the need for people
to travel longer distances to work and help eliminate driving.
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3.0

STORE ACCESSIBILITY

3.1

The Store and site layout

3.1.1

The location of the Store is as shown in Appendix 1.0. The Store will be located on
the southwest edge of Hayle town centre, on land adjacent to the recently permitted
Harbourside development. It is bordered by Carnsew Road to the south, Harbourside
development to the east, the Sea to the north and resident land to the west.

3.1.2

The layout of the Store is shown in Appendix 2.0. The Store will be accessed via two
junctions on Carnsew Road. The existing access will be closed and a new
roundabout junction will be provided on Carnsew Road. This will be via a new small
roundabout located opposite Foundary Lane. This roundabout will serve the Store.

3.1.3

The Store service area will be served via a priority junction, located at an existing
vehicle crossover which currently serves a business unit (4 Carnsew Road).

3.1.4

Pedestrian and cycle access will also be available from Carnsew Road.

3.1.5

There are a total of 227 car parking spaces, including 11 of these being to mobility
standard. Specific motor cycle parking will be provided within the site. To promote
cycle access to the Store cycle parking will be provided on the basis of 4% of the car
parking provision (i.e. 10 stands or 20 spaces) provided in secure, covered locations
within the listed building close to the Store entrance. Staff changing and showering
facilities are also provided within the Store, together with lockers for storage of
personal items. Enclosed cycle storage specifically for long term staff parking will
also be supplied within a secure and convenient location within the site.

3.1.6

The Store’s location, close to the town centre, makes it readily accessible to both
staff and customers, on foot, by bicycle and by public transport.
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3.2

Pedestrians

3.2.1

The main pedestrian desire lines are expected to be:

3.2.2

•

The town centre

•

The main residential areas (to the east and northeast of the site)

•

The small residential area to the south and west of the site.

The areas within a reasonable walking distance for staff (based on 2km) are shown
in Appendix 3.1 along with a reasonable cycling distance (5km).

3.2.3

Carnsew Road has a footway on its northern site (adjacent to the site) which extends
along the site boundary eastwards but ends at the entrance to the existing South
Quay car park (which is due to be redeveloped as part of the Harbourside scheme).
At this point the footway continues on the south side of the road into Foundary
Square.

3.2.4

A footpath also continues from South Quay car park of the footway under the viaduct
through Isis Gardens to Penpol Terrance. This does not provide a convenient
connection to the town centre as there is a levels difference between the footpath
and Foundry Hill but it provides access to residential areas east of the town centre
and the railway station.

3.2.5

Carnsew Road (B3301) is subjected to a speed limit of 30mph along the site
frontage, this ends about 100m west of the site. There is a pelican crossing on
Carnsew Road 50m to the west of the existing site access providing safe access to
the southside of the B3301. There are footpaths along the south side of Carnsew
Road (west of Foundry Lane).

3.2.6

The footway on the north side of Carnsew Road also extends from the site
westwards to serve the residential properties on that road.

3.2.7

There are footways on both sides of Foundry Square and there are splitter islands
(with dropped kerbs) at the roundabout junction at Foundry Square. These assist
pedestrians to cross Foundry Hill and Penpol Terrace, but there are none on the
Carnsew Road approach.
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3.2.8

There are improvements proposed to this junction in connection with the Harbourside
development, which will in part also be funded by this development.

3.3

Cyclists

3.3.1

Guidance contained within ‘Planning Policy Guidance Note 13: Transport’ suggests
that cycling represents a realistic alternative to travel by private car for journeys of up
to 5km. Appendix 3.1 indicates a cycle catchment identified as 5km isochrone around
the approximate centre of the proposed development.

3.3.2

The cycle catchment area includes the existing town centre facilities and extends to
the centre St. Ives in the west. This shows that there is a substantial residential
population within cycling distance of the proposal.

3.3.3

The national cycle network 3 runs along and past the site. The route is a mixture of
traffic-free (at the site frontage) and on-road routes following along the B3301, for the
most part. NCR3 is an established cycle route extending from Lands End, through
Penzance and through Hayle to Truro and beyond. This route touches the boundary
of the site and follows into the Harbourside development across the listed bridge and
along King George V Memorial Walk, before crossing the B3301 to head east
towards Truro via country lanes. The cycle route map is shown in Appendix 3.2.

3.4

Public transport

Road based

3.4.1

The nearest bus stops are located approximately 200 metres east of the site near to
the mini-roundabout of B3301/B3302. The location of bus stops is shown in Appendix
4.1.

3.4.2

There are three stops provided, Foundry Hill, Foundry Square and Penpol Terrace.
The bus stops have laybys, shelters, seating and timetable information. They are
served by the following services described in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1

3.4.3

Bus services

Route
X18

Description
Penzance – Truro

14

St Ives – Truro (via Hayle, Camborne, Redruth)

18

Camborne – Truro (via Hayle, Camborne, Redruth)

401

St Ives – Helston

515

Penzance – Gwithian (via Hayle, St Erth,
Marazion)

Frequency
Mon – Sat (4 trips)
Mon – Sat (hourly)
Sunday (2 hourly)
Mon – Sat (10 minutes)
Sunday (hourly)
Mon – Fri (4 trips)
Sunday (4 trips)
Mon – Sat (3 – 4 trips)

Table 3.1 demonstrates that the site is served by 7 – 8 buses per hour on Monday –
Saturday, which is considered a reasonable provision for a town. The bus route map
is provided in Appendix 4.2.

Rail based

3.4.4

Hayle Railway Station is located about 1km northeast of the site and is hence a
reasonable walking distance for staff.

3.4.5

This station is only the main Plymouth to Penzance railway line and is served by
typically 1 train per hour to large centres such as; Redruth, Camborne and
Penzance. There is also a connection at St Erths to serve local centres, such as;
Lelant, Carbis Bay and St Ives. The rail map is provided in Appendix 4.3, the service
details are provided in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2
Timetable
No.
35
35
4
4

Rail services
Service Route
From Plymouth/Exeter to
Hayle
From Hayle to
Plymouth/Exeter
From London and
Reading to Hayle
From Hayle to London
and Reading

First stop in
Hayle

Last stop in
Hayle

Frequency of
stops

07:39

00:16

18 per day

05:31

22:20

13 per day

07:39

00:17

7 per day

05:31

20:30

11 per day

Table 3.2: Rail services to Hayle Station
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3.4.6

There are hourly trains from Hayle to main destinations such as Penzance and
Plymouth with connections to Exeter, Bristol and London. From Hayle it is also
possible to travel to more local destinations such as St. Ives, Penzance, Redruth,
Truro and St. Austell. The journey to Penzance takes 20 minutes. To travel to St.
Ives by train it is necessary to change trains at St. Erth: the total journey time is 31
minutes. It takes 10 minutes by train to get to Camborne, 16 minutes to get to
Redruth, 30 minutes to get to Truro and 47 minutes to get to St. Austell.

3.4.7

The railway station offers limited car parking and facilities for passengers are also
limited. The station is unstaffed and has no ticketing machines. There are no seating
areas or waiting rooms or no toilet facilities. There is also a passenger information
service available at the station and the whole of the station is accessible, although a
surface crossing of the tracks is required to move between the platforms.

3.4.8

Access to the railway station is via a narrow road and footpath leading to it from the
B3301 near Foundry Square. The access road is lightly trafficked and suitable for
pedestrian use.
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4.0

TRAVEL PLAN COORDINATOR

4.1

The Travel Plan Coordinator (TPC) will be responsible for the planning and ongoing
implementation of the TP. As this is a new store, the role of the TPC will be filled
upon store occupation. Whilst it is not a full time post, it is important that the role falls
to an individual who has the time, ability and responsibility to drive the TP forward.

4.2

The TPC will be responsible for all elements of the TP. This essentially includes the
following:
•

Marketing the TP amongst staff;

•

Undertaking travel surveys and obtaining feedback/ideas from the staff;

•

Setting specific modal switch targets (against existing travel habits determined
from the survey);

•

Developing specific measures to aid in meeting these targets;

•

Producing the Second Edition TP, and agreeing its content with Cornwall Council
(CC);

•

Implementing measures, and ongoing promotion of the TP (including introduction
of new staff to the TP);

•

Monitoring the effect of the TP, and reporting findings to CC;

•

Reporting findings to Morrisons Management on a continuous basis;

•

Reviewing the TP and looking for areas where further improvements can be
made.
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5.0

MARKETING AND CONSULTATION

5.1

The TPC will be responsible for providing staff with details of the environmental,
social, health and commercial benefits to be gained from the TP, the net result being
the reduction in their carbon footprint. They will promote the use of alternative modes
of transport to the single occupied private car and will work towards increasing staff
awareness of the alternative modes of transport available.

5.2

The TP will be promoted through a combination of staff meetings and promotional
material. Letters of appointment for new staff for the store will include reference to
the introduction of the TP.

5.3

Prior to opening of the new Store, the TPC will produce a set of Travel Guidance
Notes (TGN) for staff, which will include a short description of the purpose of the TP,
and details of how to access the Store by alternative modes to the car. This will
include user-friendly, up-to-date public transport routes, timetables and fare
information along with information on pedestrian and cycle routes to the Store. Every
member of staff will be issued with a copy of the TGN.

5.4

Additionally, a Travel Information Board, (TIB), will be maintained by the TPC in both
the staff general room and in a convenient position within the Store for the general
public. In addition to the TGN information, the TIB will also promote the health
benefits of regular walking and cycling and provide information on the environmental
benefits of using the mode sustainable modes of transport.

5.5

The TPC’s name and contact details will be displayed on the TIB.

5.6

Importantly, the TPC will be responsible for reviewing information and ensuring that it
always remains up-to-date. This will be undertaken on a bi-monthly basis.

5.7

Later in the process staff will be invited to contribute ideas as to what measures
might be implemented. Consultation will be essential for the success of the TP. Once
the measures and targets are agreed with CC, these will be reported back to staff –
and actively promoted.
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6.0

BASELINE SURVEYS

6.1

In order to establish a baseline, a Staff Travel Survey (STS) will be undertaken within
the first six months of the new Store opening. The survey will help to determine the
actual travel patterns and trends of staff at the Store. It will also help to identify the
reasons which are discouraging and/or preventing the use of alternatives to the
private car. The TPC will be responsible for undertaking and analysing the results of
the STS.

6.2

The STS will help in raising awareness of the TP among staff, identify staff
preferences to join a particular mode group i.e. potential car sharer, and invite
suggestions from staff. The information gained from the STS will enable realistic
targets to be set, and it will also assist in evaluating the most effective measures to
achieve a modal shift.

6.3

A copy of a typical STS questionnaire is attached at Appendix 5.0.
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7.0

OUR TARGETS

7.1

Site specific real targets for staff travel characteristics will be set following the initial
STS. Data from the survey will enable the baseline to be established and from this
measureable targets will be set. However prior to opening development specific, i.e.
food superstore within Cornwall, targets will be set. These are based on both census
data for the area and TRICS trip rate interpretation.

7.2

The STS data will provide the actual percentage modal split of staff travel to/from
work. The following categories will be adopted:

7.3

•

Walk

•

Cycle

•

Bus

•

Rail

•

Single occupancy car

•

Shared car journey

•

Dropped off/picked up

TRICS, which provides average modal split per development type indicates that over
85% of trips to a supermarket will be made by vehicle. This is in keeping with the
presumption that due to the weight to groceries etc, modal split will always be
somewhat limited. It is anticipated by introducing the travel plan that vehicle use to
the store will be reduced to below 80% within six months of opening. Also it is hoped
that the TP will motivate an increase in pedestrian and cycle use for the site and to
increase this modal share to between 15 – 20% within twelve months of opening.

7.4

Upon receipt of the STS analysis a greater switch in modal share away from car
based modes and towards the more sustainable forms of travel will hopefully be
achieved. Information gathered from the STS will identify existing barriers, the
opportunities for charge, and particularly, which modes are capable (through the
introduction of measures) of achieving the greatest modal switch.

7.5

Further short term and long term targets will be set. Initial efforts will be concentrated
on those areas where a quick swing is considered achievable.
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7.6

The Second Edition TP will record the existing baseline modal split and will set out
the short term (within 1 year) and longer term (within 3 to 5 years) targets for modal
switch.

7.7

The Second Edition TP will be submitted to CC for agreement within six months of
undertaking the STS.

7.8

As the implementation of a TP is a continuous process, targets cannot be expected
to remain static over time. A vital part of the TP implementation process therefore is
to ensure that continuous monitoring is conducted and targets adjusted accordingly.

Traffic Engineering Ltd
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8.0

OUR PROPOSED MEASURES

8.1

Our proposed measures

8.1.1

The measures which are likely to be most effective in achieving a modal switch will
be identified from the information collected in the STS. The Second Edition TP will
set out exactly what measures will be pursued, and on what timeframe. However, at
this stage, the following provides a list of potential measures which will be
investigated. This is not an exhaustive list: other measures might be identified
through the STS process.

8.2

Walking and cycling

8.2.1

In addition to the items which will be in place when the Store opens (secure cycle
stands, showers, changing facilities and lockers), the following incentives will be
investigated for those choosing to walk or cycle to work:
•

The provision of a new footway to allow for both cycle and pedestrian to link
directly to the town centre;

•

The upgrade of crossing facilities within the immediate area of the site to provide
continuous cycle and pedestrian linkages;

•

Appropriate signage within the site to guide pedestrians and cyclists through the
site safely and by the most appropriate route;

•

A Bicycle User Group (BUG) to assist in promoting initiatives to encourage
cycling. The BUG would be implemented by the TPC and have an appointed
volunteer leader who would liaise between cyclists and the TPC;

•

Voluntary discount scheme from a local bicycle supplier/store;

•

A walking buddy scheme which will allow people to walk to and from the Store in
groups and hence heighten the security of the individuals and encourage more
people to walk to work;

•

Provision of florescent bands/reflectors to those cycling and/or walking to work;

•

Supply of puncture repair kit; and,

•

In the event of an emergency, a guaranteed taxi journey home, available through
local taxi firm which will operate in partnership with Morrisons.
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8.3

Public transport

8.3.1

New bus stops could be provided on Carnsew Road as part of the overall
development and will allow buses who currently pass the site to stop closer to the
store. This will not alter the existing routes but provide a more convenient stop for
employees and customers alike. This is subject to further liaison with Cornwall CC
and local bus operators.

8.3.2

In addition to the supply of up-to-date timetable information to all staff, in the event of
an emergency, a guaranteed taxi journey home, available through local taxi firm
which will operate in partnership with Morrisons.

8.4

Car-sharing

8.4.1

The TPC will set up and maintain a Store car share database and all staff will be able
to register through the TPC. The car share scheme will allow staff to travel to and
from work together and will be advertised within the Store to allow customers to
register and utilise car sharing on a private basis. The TPC will encourage staff to
utilise this mode of travel and will also be available to help with registration and use.

8.4.2

In the event of an emergency, a taxi journey will be arranged through Morrison’s
business link with a local taxi firm.

8.4.3

If further obstacles discourage employees to take up the car-sharing scheme, these
will be investigated.

8.4.4

In addition to these measures, Morrisons are currently investigating possible
employee benefits that, if introduced, will have the potential of causing significant
modal shift. The introduction of a salary sacrifice scheme, allowing employees to
sacrifice part of their remuneration for non-cash benefits, if applicable, may enable
schemes such as the Government Cycle Scheme to be brought in. If this facility is
made available it will be on a company wide basis and will not be available to
individual stores until a point that all stores and employees, eligibility considered, can
benefit from it.
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8.4.5

As with all measures implemented, a review will be carried out and where necessary
targets will be set appropriately. If the above schemes become feasible for Morrisons
company wide they will be incorporated into future editions of the TP.
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9.0

MONITORING AND REVIEW

9.1

The TPC will be responsible for monitoring the continuing success of the TP: it is not
a one off action.

9.2

In order that the TP continues to remain effective it is important that it is continually
promoted and adapted, where necessary, to meet changing circumstances. In order
to measure its success, and promote vital information on where improvements can
be made, in the initial years an annual review of the TP will be undertaken by the
TPC. This review will include:

9.3

•

A repeat of key questions within the STS;

•

Survey of staff parking demands;

•

Monitoring the use of cycle and motorcycle parking; and,

•

Monitoring of staff take-up of the introduced measures.

The information collected will be used to show the year on year change in modal
split, and how this compares to the initial set targets. It should also identify the
potential for refinements, and any management barriers impeding the success of the
TP. An assessment will then be made of where further gains can most effectively be
achieved, and an Action Plan will be drawn up for achieving this. Specific targets may
need to be modified as part of this process.

9.4

The survey findings and review process will be summarised in a short report which
the TPC will present to CC. This will enable the Council to assist Morrisons in
achieving its objectives. The TPC will also be responsible for keeping senior
management of Morrisons informed on the Store’s TP targets, ongoing progress, and
any difficulties encountered. Any new ideas coming forward from this Store, or its
experiences, can then be considered on a company-wide basis.

9.5

After an initial three years of survey and refinement, the TP should be operating
effectively, and thereafter the above described review process will be undertaken
every two years.
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10.0

TIMESCALES

10.1

This section provides a summary of the Travel Plan commitments and sets out the
timescales for undertaking each of these. It provides a useful checklist to ensure that
the Travel Plan is being fully implemented.

10.2

This is summarised in the table below.

Table 10A

Timescales for implementation

Action
Upon Occupation
Appoint Travel Plan Coordinator
Draw up Travel Guidance Notes to issue with
staff letters
Register Travel Plan with www.iontravel.co.uk
From Day One
Display Travel Information Board
Following Occupation
Hold staff meeting to discuss the Travel Plan and
obtain feedback
Undertake Staff Travel Survey (STS)
Review and reset targets and measures, and
issue Second Edition TP to Councils
Inform staff of TP progress
Implement further measures
Collect monitoring information on an annual basis
(for first 3 years, and thereafter every two years)
Provide annual report to Council (for first 3 years,
and thereafter every two years).
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Timescale
Upon occupation
Upon occupation
Upon occupation
Upon occupation
Within 1 month of occupation
Within 6 months of occupation
Within 12 months of occupation
Within 12 months of occupation, and annually
thereafter
Within 12 months of STS
One year after initial staff surveys and every 12
months thereafter
One year after initial report and every 12 months
thereafter
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11.0

KEYS TO SUCCESS

11.1

In order to emphasis its importance, the Company Board and senior management
will promote the wider objectives and benefits of the TP. This commitment includes
the provision of the necessary resources to implement the TP and to support the
TPC in the face of any difficulties encountered during the implementation process
and thereafter.

11.2

Within the Store, senior management will lead by example.

Traffic Engineering Ltd
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APPENDIX 5.0

STAFF TRAVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE – HOW DO WE TRAVEL?
'Green' travel is really in the news at the moment, so we want to see how we can help
reduce the number of car journeys made by staff, to try and see if we can do our bit to help
the environment.
Please fill in this questionnaire and return it to:
Name:

_________________________

by date:

_________________________

Thanks,
[Name]
Travel Plan Co-ordinator

[dd/mm/yyyy]

1.

ABOUT YOU

1.1)

Home Postcode / Where your journey starts: ______________________________

1.2)

Age Group:

1.3)

Do you have a disability which affects your travel arrangements? Yes [ ], No [ ]

Under 21 [ ], 21-30 [ ], 31-40 [ ], 41-50 [ ], 51-60 [ ], Over 60 [ ],

If ‘Yes’ then what are your travel requirements?____________________________
1.4)

Do you own (please tick all that apply)? A bike [ ] A Motorbike/Scooter [ ]

2.

YOUR USUAL JOURNEY

2.1)

How do you usually travel to work? (Please tick main form of transport)
Walk [ ], Cycle [ ], Bus [ ], Motorcycle [ ], Train [ ], Car on your own [ ],
Carshare with:

Morrisons colleague (you drive)

[ ],

Morrisons colleague (as passenger) [ ],
Other person (you drive)

[ ],

Other person (as passenger)

[ ],

Dropped off / Picked Up? [ ],
Other [ ] Please specify_______________________________________________
2.2)

Do you usually travel directly to work or is the journey multi-purpose?
Direct [ ] Multi-purpose [ ]

Please state__________________________________
(e.g. taking children to school etc)

2.3)

How long does it take you to get to work?
<15 minutes [ ] 16-30 minutes [ ] 31-60 minutes [ ] >60 minutes [ ]

2.4)

What distance do you travel to get to work? (e.g. distance from home to work)
Up to 1km [ ], Over 1km up to 2km [ ], Over 2km up to 5km [ ],
Over 5km up to 10km [ ], Over 10km up to 20km [ ], Over 20km [ ]

3.

YOUR OCCASIONAL JOURNEY

3.1)

Which of the following do you occasionally use instead of your main form of
transport?
(Tick up to two)
Walk [ ], Cycle [ ], Bus [ ], Motorcycle [ ], Train [ ], Car on your own [ ],
Carshare with:

Morrisons colleague (you drive)

[ ],

Morrisons colleague (as passenger) [ ],
Other person (you drive)

[ ],

Other person (as passenger)

[ ],

Dropped off / Picked Up? [ ],
Other [ ] Please specify_______________________________________________
4.

ALTERNATIVE TRAVEL CHOICES

4.1)

Would any of the following encourage you to cycle to work and if you already do so
which would you like to see? (please tick two only)

Improved, well lit cycle paths

[ ]

Improved cycle parking

[ ]

Improved changing facilities & lockers

[ ]

Improved cycle route

[ ]

Guarenteed lift home in an emergency

[ ]

Relaxed dress code

[ ]

Financial assistance purchasing a bike

[ ]

Other (specify)
_____________________________________________

[ ]

None (specify why)

[ ]

_____________________________________________

4.2)

Would any of the following encourage you to walk to work and if you already do so
which would you like to see? (please tick two only)

Improved, well lit footpaths

[ ]

Improved changing facilities & lockers

[ ]

Improved walk route

[ ]

Guarenteed lift home in an emergency

[ ]

Relaxed dress code

[ ]

Other (specify)

[ ]

_____________________________________________
None (specify why)

[ ]

_____________________________________________
4.3)

Would any of the following changes encourage you to use public transport for your
journey to work? (please tick two only)

More direct bus routes

[ ]

More frequent bus service

[ ]

More lighting at bus shelter/footpaths

[ ]

Better walking routes from bus stops

[ ]

Easier access to public transport information

[ ]

More flexible working hours

[ ]

Improved access to/from train station

[ ]

Other (specify)

[ ]

_____________________________________________
None (specify why)

[ ]

_____________________________________________
4.4)

If you travel to work by car, what are the main reasons for doing so? (tick up to five)

Cheaper [ ], Time saving [ ], Essential use [ ], Personal safety [ ], Get a lift [ ],
Dropping off / collecting children [ ], Health Reasons [ ], Reliability [ ],
Lack of alternative [ ], Irregular hours [ ],
Other [ ] (specify below)
__________________________________________________________________

4.5)

How often, approximately, do you usually use your car for work related purposes?
(excluding travel to and from work)

Daily [ ], 2-4 times a week [ ], once a week [ ], once a fortnight [ ],
once a month [ ], less than once a month [ ]
4.6)

Where do you usually park once you get to work?

Morrisons car park [ ], Free parking in nearby streets [ ], Paid parking nearby [ ],
Other (specify) ______________________________________________________
4.7)

Would you be prepared to car share?

Yes [ ], No [ ] (if no, reasons why)_______________________________________
4.8)

Which of the following would most encourage you to car share? (tick two only)

Help finding a car share colleague with similar travel patterns

[ ]

Guaranteed lift home in an emergency

[ ]

Reserved parking for those who car share

[ ]

Other (specify)
_____________________________________________________________
4.9)

If available would you consider working from home?

Yes [ ], No [ ]
4.10) Comments

Thank you for completing this survey.

[ ]

